DCA REGISTER OF ACTIONS - on-going list
Act.No Action

Responsible

From Council 28-10-17
32

Stub Scrin Shaft to be capped. The material is available to make the shaft safe.

PK

From Council 30-6-18
42

MH to scan earlier DCA Newsletters for website. On going project, Mike is working
back through them.
From Council 27-10-18

MH

48

ALL

DCA Store: It is still the intention to move the container to a better location, and all
are encouraged to seek out a suitable site. New potential site found. Awaiting
feedback from Tony Marsden.

From Council 23-02-19
WS / AB / AR

59 / 60

Masson Mine. Alternative access to Great Masson Cavern could be gained by reopening Upper Close Shaft, still awaiting visit to landowner. Old Jant Mine, DCA sent
letter to the owner, offering to re-cap Gentlewoman's Shaft but no response to date.

From Council 16-11-19
Find volunteers for conservation officer and secretary. Split up conservation officer
role so current officers can take on duties.
66

WS

From Council 22_02_20
Surveys in the tubes from the John Beck collection are now logged. A decision is now
required on what to be published on on the website and ensure all copyright
permissions are in order.
71
WS / PW
Shaft equipment. Put proposal to BCA Conservation and Access Meeting.
72
WS / AB / PK
Caves of the Peak District. Subcommittee to be created to look into the best way to
deal with the future of the guidebook and the on-line website pages which will hold
the updated and detailed data to provide current and expanded information to
accompany the book.
73
WS
TSG is offering secure storage at their hostel in Castleton for DCA’s equipment.
Eqiupment to be moved to new storage.
74
SBr

75
76

77
78

Eldon Hole dig site and 2000 year-old human remains (bones). John Gunn has
suggested that personnel from Historic England should be taken to the dig site to see
what is there, in the hope that there will be a better understanding of the issues,
leading to a solution which will allow future cave exploration at the site. Approach
DCRO to see if they would be able to provide the lowering mechanism and the
necessary manpower and skills.
DCA Post Meeting Practical Section (June Meeting). Arrange a post-meeting
practical session, possibly in a local cave / mine.
Hidden Earth 2020. DCA should have a presence at the conference, that we should
aim to have a stand to publicize DCA and that we should produce a pamphlet
describing the work done by DCA.
Rookery Mine Issue with lock and problems unlocking the gate at the mine. Work is
in hand to replace the lock.
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